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This is a very hard 3.0 solo for trumpet. It comes with the trumpet music and the piano acomp. The

hardest part with this piece is getting the timing down. when i first played through it i did not feel that

it was that hard until I started to break down the time signatures and dynamics. All I can say is this is

a piece for a professional trumpet player and a professional piano player. on the back of the book it

tells you there is a good recording of this piece on the CD "trumpet in our time" I would recommend

getting the CD and listening to it before you attempt it. Other then that this is a wonderful piece and

a great addition to any trumpeter's repertoire.

This is a wonderful composition! I highly recommend it to my fellow trumpeters.It is challenging but

not as difficult as some might think. IF you have a good pianist, which this piece very much requires,

then things should go smoothly. This sonata is definitely for advanced high school players and

above, it makes a good audition or recital piece. Make sure when you order this you also order the

recording by Raymond Mase. It will make your life much easier!

I bought this as a gift for my younger brother who plays the trumpet. He had requested harder



pieces of music and so if you're looking for a great song book for the trumpet look no further. There

is gorgeous music in this book and the only downfall is that it is a paper, construction paper like

cover and so it could be ruined easily. Overall it's a great product though.
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